ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION.
The Jordan curve theorem states that a Jordan curve (simple closed curve) separates the plane into two connected subsets: its inside I (J) , and outside O (J) . A digital version of this theorem is of central importance in image processing; computer memory space can be conserved by saving only the Jordan curves which outline regions, and a color for each region, rather than the color of each pixel. Since connectedness can be defined in terms of general topology, one way to study this notion is to use a topology on a digital plane. Such a topological approach is used in [KKM] , a paper largely based on earlier work by Khalimsky; see [Khl] , [Kh2] , and [Kh3] .
The present paper extends this topologicM approach to two-dimensional questions closely related to the Jordan curve theorem and image processing.
For example, into how many connected components do more complicated curves carve the plane? In Section 3 we show (Theorem 4) that whenever the plane is partitioned into connected sets, the union of their boundaries has fewer connected components than does its complement.
Secondly, if we are given a partition of the plane into connected sets, when are their boundaries Jordan curves or arcs? Clearly the Jordan curve theorem is useful only to the extent that connected components of the plane can be separated by Jordan curves. In Sections 4 and 5 we show that many pairs of connected components can be so separated, and characterize the curves which separate them.
Our main result in this area relates the following objects (formally introduced in Definition 11): a robust scene is partition of the plane into sets with connected interiors, each of which is contained in the closure of its interior; a cartoon is a nowhere dense set which is a union of topologically closed separators (a separator is a Jordan curve or an arc which separates the plane into two connected components see Section 4 for precise definition). Theorem 13 states that for each cartoon C there is a robust scene II such that C is the union of the bundaries of the sets in H; conversely, given a robust scene H the union of the boundaries of its sets is the unique cartoon C for which the connected components of its complement are the interiors of the sets in II.
Graph-theoretic definitions of connectedness which yield a Jordan curve theorem can be found in, among others, [Rf] . Definitions of two kinds of connectedness are required: 4-connectedness and 8-connectedness (for completeness, we restate these definitions in 16). Either can be applied to the curve; the other must then be applied to the bckground. In Section 5 we discuss the graph-theoretic aproach and give a purely topological proof of the original graph-theoretic Jordan curve theorem (our Theorem 20).
The last Section (5) Although this paper looks only at the two-dimensional case, both the topological and graph-theoretic approaches can be extended to three dimensions.
For example, [RR] , [Re] , [KRf] , [KR1] , [KR2] treat related three-dimensional questions from a graph-theoretic point of view (some methods of topology re used in the last two). In [KMW] Proof." Every Jordan curve J has an interior I(J); let m I (J) . Since The material in Sections 4 and 5 is independent of the rest of this Section. 
) is a connected subset of A containing x and y so there is an arc C* from z to y in (C-{z})U (I(J) fq A(z)), and since x, y are in distinct components of C-{z}, C* must meet I(J)gl A(z), say at s. We apply (a) to obtain J* C_ C* U C' C_ J U I (J) CI(I(J) ) and is connected, thus is contained in I(J)). Using (a) obtain joining Jordan curve g C_ (Et3 Z')f'l (JU I(J)), thus I(g) C_ I (J) [KKM] [KKM] For the converse, first note that C is closed and nowhere dense. It remains to be shown that if x C then for some closed separator J, x J C_ C, a fact which is clear if n(II) = 1 and which holds by 12 if n(II) = 2. Thus if this fails, it fails for a II with fewest elements, and for this II, n(II) > 2.
Note that it will do to show the result for m mixed, since if c is closed, find (by 14 (c) To see that J* meets CI(z) for each z e J, note that for such x, A(x)f I (J) . Let y e A(x)fq I(J); thus the connected {x, y} meets both i (J) and I (J) , so it meets OI(J) = J*. If x e J* we're done; if y J* CI (x) we're done, and if y J*, y CI(z) then, since {x, y} is connected, x Cl(y) C_ J* (since J* is closed), and in this last case we're done. [:3 5 SOME SUBSPACES FOR COMPUTER GRAPHICS. (x, y) e H, the -neighbors of (x, y) are the four points (x =i: 1, y), (x, y:t= 1) of i; the 8-neighbors are the 4-neighbours and the four additional points of the form (x =t= 1, y 5= 1) (the four additional points are the proper 8-neighbors of (x, y)). If k is 4 or 8, a k-path from (a, b) to (c, d ) is a sequence (x0, Y0) ,..., (xr, Yr) in I such that (x0, y0) = (a, b), (x, y) = (c, d) and for each i = 0,..., r 1, (xi+, yi+) is a k-neighbor of (xi, yi); (a, b) and (c, d) (a, b) , (c, d ) e S there is a k-path from (a, b) to (c, d) 
contained in S.
A k-arc from (a, b) to (c, d ) is a minimal k-path from (a, b) to (c, d) . A Jordan k-curve is a k-connected set which contains exactly two k-neighbors of each of its elements.
Notice that for k = 4 or 8, a Jordan k-curve is precisely a k-path whose endpoints are identical and which contains exactly 2 k-neghbors of each of its points. Also, e k-path is a k-arc iff it contains exactly 2 k-neighbors of each of its nonendpoints and exactly 1 k-neighbor of each of its endpoints.
We shall relate two theories by imbedding Rosenfeld planes in certain subspaces of our digital planes: (a, b) , (c, d) e Ci, choose a 4-path (x0, y0),..., (xr, yr) , from (a,b) to (c,d ) and for k < r let (x,y) = ((xk + x+)/2, (y + yk+l)/2), the unique mixed point m with the property that N(m) = further, if J is a k-are then J* is an arc if J is a Jordan k-curve (with more than three points if k = 8), then J" is one of our Jordan curves.
It also follows from the above definition of J', that J" S [J] (c,d 
